INTRODUCTION
Poor cognitive performance in childhood and adolescence is a risk factor for a wide range of psychiatric disorders. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] We recently showed that examining the joint effects of school achievement (SA) and familial cognitive aptitude (FCA)-calculated from SA measures in siblings and cousins, and educational attainment in parents-provided potentially important insights into the nature of the cognitive vulnerability to schizophrenia and bipolar illness (BPI). 8 Risk for schizophrenia was strongly indexed by the degree to which SA fell short of that expected from their FCA. Similar but much weaker effects were seen for BPI.
In this report, we applied these methods to risk prediction for a broader array of psychiatric disorders, 12 in total, including psychotic, mood, anxiety, substance use and neurodevelopmental disorders. Our hope was to identify distinct patterns of cognitive development that predispose to particular psychiatric disorders. We also sought to replicate our results using SA-assessed at age 16 in both sexeswith intelligence quotient (IQ) measured at ages 18-20 in males only.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We collected information on individuals from Swedish population-based registers with national coverage. The registers were linked using each person's unique identification number. We secured approval for this study from the Regional Ethical Review Board of Lund University.
The National School Registry contains SA (a grade point average) for all students at the end of grade nine (usually age 16) from 1988 to 2012. Students were incentivized to perform well that year as high grades facilitated admission to desirable secondary schools. For each year and gender, we standardized the grade score into a SA Z-score (mean of 0, s.d. of 1). From 1988 to 1997, the score was expressed on a 1-5 scale (mean 3.2), reflecting performance compared with Swedish peers with corrections applied to ensure equivalence across schools. From 1998, the score changed to vary from 10 to 320 (mean 207) utilizing a criterion referenced system. Scores were neither standardized across schools nor normally distributed.
A full IQ measurement constructed from four subtests (logical, spatial, verbal and technical abilities) was available from the Military Conscription Register. During the years of this study, the examination was required by law for men born in Sweden, exempting only those (~4.2%) with serious medical conditions or disabilities. The global IQ score was standardized to a Gaussian distributed score between one and nine. For each year, we standardized this score (mean of 0, s.d. of 1).
From the Swedish Hospital Discharge Register and the Swedish Outpatient Register, we identified all individuals registered for autism spectrum disorders (ASD), schizophrenia (SZ), other non-affective psychoses (ONAP), obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), BPI, major depression (MD), anxiety disorders (AD), anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa (BN), drug abuse (DA) and alcohol use disorder (AUD). We applied a lifetime hierarchical diagnostic approach from ASD to BN in the order listed above. AUD and DA, which were also ascertained from the criminal registry, 9, 10 were excluded from the hierarchy. For definitions of the disorders see Supplementary Appendix Table S1 .
Sample
We began with all individuals born in Sweden 1972 to 1990 who had neither died nor migrated before age 16 (N = 1 861 934). For the main analysis, we included individuals with (i) SA scores at age 16 and (ii) at least one sibling and one cousin with measures of SA and both parents with educational status in the registers (n = 1 140 608). These biological relatives were identified through the Swedish multigenerational register. Educational status was categorized into five groups ((1) o9 years, (2) 9 years, (3) 10-11 years, (4) 12 years and (5) 412 years)), and then standardized. We performed a linear regression predicting SA in the proband from the mean SA in sibling(s) and cousin(s), and parental educational status. FCA was defined as the predicted value from that regression analysis. The mean (s. d.) number of siblings and cousins contributing to FCA scores were, respectively, 1.56 (0.8) and 5.68 (4.2). We then predicted individually the risk for 12 psychiatric disorders using Cox proportional hazards models with SA and FCA scores as predictor variables.
Robust standard errors were used to adjust the 95% confidence intervals, given multiple probands from the same family as one individual might be included as a proband, sibling and cousin. Furthermore, we weighted each individual based on the number of siblings/cousins who were included in the FCA with siblings and cousins weighted 0.5 and 0.125, respectively. Follow-up time in number of years was measured from year of the SA score until year of first registration (of the particular disorder), death, emigration or end of follow-up (2012), whichever came first. In all models, we investigated the proportionality assumption-that the hazard rate was constant over time. In situations where it was not fulfilled, we investigated the nature of the failure by examining three follow-up periods: 0-4, 5-14 and 415 years.
All analyses were repeated using IQ. A new FCA was calculated for these analyses utilizing both the SA and IQ of the sibling(s) and cousin(s), and educational status in mother and father. In the main models, IQ and FCA were used as predictor variables. As the military conscript register only includes males, the study sample decreased (n = 113 927). Individuals with registration for the disorder prior to the SA (or IQ) measures were censored. Statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.3 11 and no corrections were applied for multiple testing. Table 1 presents descriptive results for the 12 psychiatric disorders we here examine. The most common were DA and MD, and the rarest AN and SZ. Mean age at first registration for all disorders, except AN, was in the mid-20s. Cases were lost to analysis if (i) they had no SA measure, (ii) we could not calculate an FCA due to small families or missing parents or (iii) first registration prior to age 16-the age of SA assessment. ASD and ADHD had the highest percentage of cases missing SA and having a first registration oage 16. Table 2 depicts the results of individual Cox models predicting first registration for each disorder with SA and FCA as predictor variables and sex as a covariate. We focus initially on the 10 disorders (in italics in Table 2 ) where age at first registration plausibly indexes of age at onset. Based upon an examination of the joint effects of SA and FCA, we identified four patterns of cognitive development.
RESULTS

School achievement
The first pattern we characterized by low SA and high FCA. That is, controlling for the level of SA, risk for these disorders were increased by higher levels of FCA. These results can be viewed in an alternative and particularly informative way-that risk results from the degree to which an individual's SA falls short of that expected given their FCA.
Controlling for SA, the four disorders with this developmental pattern could be ranked by the relative impact of FCA. This was strongest for schizophrenia, followed by ONAP, OCD and BPI. The second developmental pattern is seen in the two internalizing disorders-MD and AD. In these disorders, risk of illness is predicted by low SA but is not predicted by FCA. This pattern can be seen in Figure 1b where risk is nearly the same for individuals of varying SA, independent of their FCA scores.
In the third developmental pattern, risk is increased by both low SA and low FCA. This pattern is seen in our two externalizing syndromes of DA and AUDs as illustrated in Figure 1c where it can be seen most clearly for individuals with moderately low SA (red column). For AUD, such individuals when coming from families with very low, low, average and high FCA have HRs for AUD for 2.9, 2.4, 2.0 and 1.7. In the fourth developmental pattern, risk is predicted both by high SA and high FCA. This pattern is seen for the two eating disorders, AN and BN (Figure 1d ). Table 2 also presents results for two disorders, ASD and ADHD, where age at first registration is unlikely to accurately reflect age at onset as these conditions typically begin in childhood. We include these disorders here because of their relevance to our Table 1 . The source of cases and age at first registration of 11 major psychiatric syndromes in our sample that had (i) school achievement measures at age 16, (ii) sufficient relatives to define familial cognitive aptitude and (iii) no prior registration for the disorder in question developmental patterns. As seen in Table 2 , both of these disorders display the first pattern in which risk is predicted by low SA and high FCA. Controlling for SA, the association between FCA and risk of illness is stronger for ASD than for any other disorders in this group. As seen in Figure 1a , the risk for ASD varies dramatically as a function of their FCA. ADHD was noteworthy for having the strongest main effect of SA and controlling for that, a moderate level of increasing risk with FCA that placed it in between OCD and BPI.
Intelligence quotient Our male-only population cohort contained 113 927 individuals with IQ scores obtained at ages 18-20 (mean assessment age-18.2) and a sufficient number of relatives to calculate their FCA. Supplementary Appendix Table S2 provides the prevalence and mean age at first registration for 10 disorders in this cohort, AN and BN being too rare to analyze. Given that we censored onsets prior to the administration of the IQ test, our ages at first registration were later than seen in our SA cohort. With the exception of drug and alcohol abuse, prevalence rates for the disorders also tended to be lower in this sample. Table 2 depicts the results of individual Cox models predicting first registration for each disorder from IQ and FCA. The pattern of results replicate those found with SA with the exception of ADHD which, in this sample, was not significantly predicted by FCA.
Examination of possible biases
We ascertained our disorders in a cohort born 1972-1990 from both the hospital discharge registry beginning in 1973 and from the outpatient registry begun in 2001. Biases could arise from the different kinds of cases ascertained in these two settings. Focusing on our better powered SA analyses, we examined the possibility of bias in two ways. First, we repeated our key analyses in the youngest portion of our cohort born [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] . In this group, the oldest were 16 when ascertainment from outpatient treatment began. As seen in the left side of Table 3 , the pattern of results is very similar to that seen for the entire cohort in Table 2 .
Second, we repeated our analyses utilizing only in-patient diagnoses. As seen in the middle section of Table 3 , the pattern of findings resembled those seen in our main analyses although the effect of high FCA was somewhat stronger especially for ASD and BPI.
Finally, our initial approach prospectively predicted onset of disorders from SA and FCA under the assumption that the onset of symptoms might confound these causal relationships. This was not feasible for ASD and ADHD. To examine this effect more broadly, we repeated our analysis examining all cases in our cohort regardless of age at first registration. As seen in the right side of Table 3 , the pattern of results was similar to those seen in our main analyses, suggesting that onset prior to the SA may not substantially distort the pattern of observed associations, especially for disorders like ASD and ADHD.
DISCUSSION
We examined, in a large representative Swedish cohort, the joint predictive effects of SA measured in mid-adolescence and FCA on a wide range of psychiatric syndromes. Our goal was to discover several distinct patterns of cognitive development.
Our results were encouraging. We could readily identify four discrete patterns. The first, risk prediction by low SA and high FCA, was seen for 6 of our 12 examined disorders. As previously seen for schizophrenia, 8 controlling for level of SA, liability to illness was strongly and positively associated with the average cognitive ability of their family. This arises, we suggest, because risk of illness was reflected by the degree to which an individual's cognitive ability fell short of that expected given their familial potential. With our much larger set of disorders, we were able to define a continuum of neurodevelopmental impairment indexed by the effect size of FCA controlling for level of SA. At the severe end was ASD followed by schizophrenia and ONAP. Next came OCD and ADHD where the impact of FCA was more moderate. BPI was at the milder end of this developmental continuum.
The second developmental pattern, where risk of illness was modestly predicted by low SA but unrelated to FCA described our two internalizing disorders: MD and AD. In these disorders, poor school performance reflected liability to illness, but risk was not further associated with the degree to which their cognitive development differed from their familial potential. In the third pattern, illness liability was strongly predicted by a combination of both low SA and low FCA. This pattern fitted our two externalizing disorders of DA and AUD. To test whether this pattern generalized to other externalizing behaviors, we examined, in our model, Swedish national data on criminal convictions. 12 The pattern of prediction by SA and FCA was very similar to those found for DA and AUD (Supplementary Appendix Figure S1 ). Further research will be needed to fully understand these findings but they suggest that those most vulnerable to externalizing disorders are the most cognitively disadvantaged individuals from disadvantaged families.
The fourth developmental pattern, in which risk was predicted by a combination of high SA and high FCA, fitted our two eating disorders-AN and BN. These results are consistent with prior evidence [13] [14] [15] that AN is positively associated with social class of origin, SA 16 and intelligence. 17 Parallel results for BN have been similar albeit less consistent. 13, 16, 18 In every other disorder examined, within families, risk was inversely related to SA. However, for AN and BN, risk was positively associated with SA. Thus the highest risk for AN and BN was, to put it simply, in the smartest individuals from the smartest families. These results might be related to substantial prior evidence that the personality trait of perfectionism predicts risk for both AN 19, 20 and BN. 21, 22 While the underlying mechanisms are far from clear, our results indicate that the cognitive neurodevelopmental substratum of eating disorders differ substantially from the other disorders here examined and in particularly is exactly the opposite of that seen with externalizing disorders. The findings from this study fit within the context of much prior research on cognitive impairment in psychiatric disorders, with the predictive value of FCA controlling for level of SA broadly paralleling the magnitude of demonstrated cognitive impairment. The disorders with the most severe impairment, ASD and schizophrenia, [23] [24] [25] showed the strongest predictive effect of FCA controlling for level of SA. For those disorders demonstrating, on average, more moderate cognitive impairment-ADHD, OCD and BPI [26] [27] [28] [29] -the impact of SA-controlled FCA on risk was more modest. For MD and AD where cognitive deficits are typically subtle, 7, [30] [31] [32] we saw no effect of FCA on risk, suggesting that these common syndromes are not fundamentally neurodevelopmental disorders. Our results are also consistent with the concept of a psychiatric 'gradient of neurodevelopmental pathology' and particularly with the hypothesis that the more severe neurodevelopmental syndromes (e.g. ASD and schizophrenia) are particularly enriched for de novo DNA structural and single-nucleotide variants which could, among a range of other possible mechanisms, explain the deviation of their cognitive potential from familial expectations. [33] [34] [35] [36] We do not claim that disorders with the same cognitive developmental pattern are necessarily closely etiologically related. Twin studies suggest substantial sharing of genetic risk between MD and AD 37, 38 and between AN and BN. 39 However, modern molecular methods indicate that while SZ and BPI share a high proportion of their risk genes, the genetic correlation is much lower between SZ and both ADHD and ASD. 40 The broad cognitive developmental patterns we have tentatively identified are likely etiologically heterogeneous, and could represent final common pathways of a diversity of genetic and environmental risk factors. Furthermore, our results are not entirely congruent with emerging analyses using polygenic risk scores showing that schizophrenia and ADHD are negatively genetically correlated with intelligence/SA while ASD and BPI are positively correlated. [41] [42] [43] [44] Given the novelty of these findings, it is important to consider their stability and freedom from bias. We addressed this in three ways. First, we replicated in males these findings from our SA analyses on our first three disorder groups using IQ obtained several years later. Second, concerned about artefactual results emerging from the addition of cases from outpatient contact, we replicated our results in the subset of our cohort ascertained in the last five years and thus eligible for both in-and outpatient ascertainment. Third, our main results were seen if we restricted Figure 1 . Continued our samples to cases ascertained through in-patient treatment. Finally, for 10 of the 12 disorders, the assessment of cognitive ability likely preceded onset of illness. We have previously shown that buffer periods between SA assessment and the counting of disease onsets up to 10 years do not alter the association between SA and risk for SZ, ONAP or BP. 45 However, for two of the disorders -ASD and ADHD-onset was likely before SA assessment. Therefore, the impact of disease liability and the clinical effects of the disorder could be confounded and bias upward the impact of SA (and indirectly CSA) on risk for ASD and ADHD. An alternative hypothesis, supported by further analyses, is that for ASD and ADHD, 'onset' actually has little effect on SA, as the cognitive precursors of these syndromes are relatively stable.
Limitations
These results should be interpreted in the context of six potential methodological limitations. First, our analyses were based on clinical diagnoses not collected for research purposes. Therefore, we are studying treated prevalence not true population prevalence. Validation studies have been conducted of Swedish registries diagnoses of SZ and BPI and they performed well. [46] [47] [48] [49] Second, our sample was not fully representative of the Swedish population. We examine, in Supplementary Appendix Table S4 , biases resulting from the most common exclusion from the sample (missing an FCA measure) or other reasons (missing an SA score or diagnosis before SA assessment). In the entire sample, the former was predicted modestly by older age while the latter by younger age, male sex and parents with low educational status. These patterns differed somewhat across specific disorders. Third, we sampled from the milder end of the ADHD and especially the ASD spectrum, as all individuals in our sample had to be 'mainstreamed' in standard secondary education and, for males, meet criteria to be called for the conscription examination.
Fourth, because SA was evaluated in two different ways in Sweden in 1988-1997 versus 1998-2012, we examined whether the predictive relationships between SA and our psychiatric outcomes differed for individuals assessed in the two time periods. No significant effect was found for six of our disorders and the effect sizes of the differences in the other six were too small to substantially influence our findings (Supplementary  Appendix Table S5 ).
Fifth, with our very large sample sizes, we were well powered to detect violations in the proportionality assumptions of our Cox models. Indeed, for our SA analyses, we detected significant violations for all but two disorders (OCD and BPI). As seen in Supplementary Appendix Table S3 , the most common violation was a decline in the impact of high FCA on risk with longer followup. This was likely the result of weaker FCA effects on cases with a later age of onset and was seen most prominently for ASD, ONAP and ADHD, but not in schizophrenia.
Finally, we presented our key results in Table 2 using a diagnostic hierarchy which could have distorted our findings. We therefore repeated these analyses without a hierarchy. As seen in Supplementary Appendix Table S6 , the results changed little.
CONCLUSIONS
Using measures of cognitive functioning in adolescence and FCA -as assessed directly in cousins, siblings and parents-we identified four rather distinct cognitive developmental pathways to psychiatric illness each of which had a distinctive pattern of risk factors: (i) low SA and high FCA, (ii) low SA and no effect of FCA, (iii) low SA and low FCA and (iv) high SA and high FCA. These four developmental patterns identified clinically coherent groups of disorders that could be described, respectively, as (i) neurodevelopmental, (ii) internalizing, (iii) externalizing and (iv) eating disorders. Our results demonstrate the substantial value of adding, in a thorough assessment of the cognitive antecedents of psychiatric illness, measures of familial cognitive functioning. Prediction of risk for a number of psychiatric disorders appears to be substantially improved when individual cognitive performance is viewed in light of that which was expected given the family background.
